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ABSTRACT. This article gives a general method of construc
tion of variance balanced block desiglls with unequal hlock sizes 
under a heteroscedastic model in whicb it is assumed that. t.he in
tra block variances are proportional tu non-negative real power 
of block sizes. It has been shown t.hat all variance-balanced de
signs can be obtained from a pairwise balanced design III fact, 
under the usual homoscedastic model, all Lhe methods of con
struction of variance balanced designs, hithert.o known in the 
literature, follow from this geLleral met.hod. Some methods of 
construction of pairwise balanced block designs have also been 
given. 

Introduction 

Consider a block design with v treatments, b blocks of sizes /;:1, k2, ... ,kh 
and n experimental units, n = kJ + k2 + .. + kb . For a proper design 
kl = k2 = ... = kb = k (say) . A~sunllng the llsual additIve, homosccdastic 
model associated with block designs, the C - mat.rix is givf'u by C = R 

1N IN K - , where R = diag(Tl, 1'2, . ,rv), K = diag(k I , "'2, ... , kh ). N = 
((n,j)) a 'U x b incidence matrix with the non-negative integers n ,.,'s bemg 
the number of limes the ltl! treatment "ppears in the /h block. l'l . r:.>., . .•• ,. 

being the replication numbers of the treHtments, i = 1, . . . , v; j = 1, ... ,/; 
The row sums of N give the replicalioll numbers and the columll SUIllS of 
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N give the block sizes. A treatment connected block design is called a 
pu:irwise balanced design if the off-diagonal elements of N N are constant' 
i.e., N N ' = D+'l/II"I~, where D is a diagonal matrix, It is at-component 
vector with all entries equal to one and 1/) is a scalar constant. A treatment 
connected block design is called variance balanced ([or treatment effects) 
1£ all the normalised treatment contrasts are estimated through the design 
with the same variance. In a variance balanced block design, the informa
tion matrix (the usual C - matrix) for treatment effects is a completely 
symmetric matrix - i.c.. it is of the form, aI" + ,:311:1~, a -r;3v = 0, where 
It is an identity matrix' of order t. IIedayat and Federer [11] have shown 
that pai.rwise balance is neither necessary nor sufficient for a block design to 
have variance balance Mathon and Rosa [22] provide a comprehellslw.· ta
ble of Balanced Illcomplete Block (BIB) designs of small order. Kiefer [19J 
has shown that among all the designs with given v, b, k, a Balanced 1310cl-; 

Design (BBD), if it exists , is universally optimal. But in many practical sit
uatiuns, blocks of different sizes are a necessity (see e.g., Pearce [26]). Also 
with t.he advent of bigh-speed computers, block designs with unequal block 
sizes may be particularly useful in large experiments, both in industry and 
agriculture. In the IiteraLw-e there are various papers on the constructioll 
of variance balanced designs, including those of Hedayat and Federer ([101. 
[11]), Kulshreshtha, Dey alld Saha [21], Kageyama ([15], [16], [18]), Tyagl 
[33], Khatri [20], Gupta and Jones [6], Mukerjee and Kagcyama [23]' Agar
wal and Kumar [1), Calvin [2], Jones, Sinha and Kageyama [14], Calvin 
and Sinha [3J, Sinha and Jones [31], Sinha (28], [29]), Sinha, Kageyam<t 
and Das [32]' Pal ruld Pal [24], Gupta, Dru; and Dey [9] and Gupta awl 
Kageyama [7]. Although several methods of construction of variallce bal
anced designs have been advanced in the literature, it appears that there 
is only one unified method of construcLion of these designs through thf' 
use of pairwise balanced designs (sec e.g .. Hedayat and Stufkell [13)). In 
faeL, Hedayat and Stuiken [13] showed that Lhe problems of constructilll4 
variallce balanced block designs and pairwise balanced block designs art~ 
equivalent . In secLion 2 we give a gelleral method of construction of vari
ance balanced designs through the use of pairwise balanced designs under 
a general heteroscedastic model. All the methods of constructIOn, hithert\) 
known, are particulru' cases of this method. Some methods of COllstrucUOIl 
of pairwise binru'y, balanced block designs are also given . All exhaustive 
catalogue of designs may be obtained from the authors (also see Parsaci, 
Gupta and Khanclw-i [25]). 
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2 Methods of Construction 

Gupta [8J has obtained the C - matrix of a block design under a het
eroscedastic model where the intra block variances are proportional to a 
non-negative real power of block sizes, kj, j = 1, .. . , b, given by C = 

b 

Lkj" [Rj - kjl NjNj'] . Here Nj is the /h column of Nand R, = 
J=] 

diag( n 1j , ... , n".i ) . A block design is con nected ill Rank (C) = v -- 1. A 
connected block design ' under heteroscedastic model is variance balallced 
block design if C is completely symmetric. Henceforth, we shall consider 
only connected designs. We now define two classes of variance balanced 
block designs: 

Definition 1. A block design d belonging to a class of designs for given 
v , b, kl' k2 , .. . , kb, ()I, is called a Generalized Binary Balanced Block (GBBB) 
design of type a if (i) Indi ) - kj/ul < 1 for al l i. = 1, .. ,v;.i = L . . ,b and 
(ii) L ndijnd.ilj/k~+l = A, constant for t =1= i', i, i' = 1,2, . . . ,V. 

Definition 2. A block design d belonging to a class of designs for given 
v, b, n , a, is called a Binary Balanced Block (BBB) desigll of type a jf (i) 
ndij = 0 or 1 for ~ i ~ 1, . . . , v;j = 1, . . " band (ii) l: ndijn~"j/k~-11 = A, 
constanL for 1. =1= t , t , t = 1,2, . . . ) v . For a = 0, GBBD deSIgns 01 type D 

and BBB designs of type D are same a.s that of GBBB designs and BBB 
designs respectively of Gupta, Da..') and Dey [9J. For ()I = 1, a BBB desigll of 
type D with block sizes differing by one is a BBB design of type 1 of Gupta 
[8J . Gupta, Das alJd Dey [9] showed that a BBB design is universally 
optimal in the class of all connected desiglls with given v, b, n. Gupta [8J 
has shown that a GBBB design of type 0: is universally optimal in the 
class of all connected designs with given v, b, kJ, k2, ... , kb, 0:. For Q = 1, 
a BBB design of type 1 is universally optimal in the class of all connectpd 
designs with given v, b, n, and with block sizes differing by oue. Binary 
and generalised binary balanced block designs are universally optimal Jl1 

some specific class of designs and, therefore, construction of these designs 
is important. We now give below a general methocl of eonsLructioll uf 

variance balanced block designs: Let N = [NJ:N2:" .:Np ) be the v x b 
incidence matrix of a pairwise balanced block design d with v treatnwnts. /1 
blocks such that bl , b2 , . •. ,up blocks are of sizes kl' k2, ... ,kp , resp(>('tively, 
b1 + b2 + ... + bp = b, and Ntis a v x bt incidence matrix pertainilJg to bt 

blocks of size kt, t = 1, 2, . .. , p. For i =1= l' = 1,2, .. , v, let Ar,,,( ?: 0) denote 
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the number of times the pair of treatments i and l ' appear together in the b, 

" blocks of size kL each. Since t he design N is pairwise balanced, LAtii' - 4.' 
1=1 

(a constant) Vii=- ;,' = 1,2, ... ,11. For t = 1,2, . .. ,p, let /'tG~ 0) be the llOll

. I l ' I . I h ~/'tAtH'I. J:negatlve num )ers, leJ11g t le we1guts, suc 1 L at L..- -::n+T = u, a constant. 
£=1 kt 

Then the design d' with incidence matri..x 

N + = [1 ' /00. N :1' /00. N : 
. ")'I'<Y 1· 'Y" '<Y 2· :1~, ® NpJ 

obtained by taking the union of /'t copies of Nt, t = 1,2" .. :p, is a vari
kLi t· ' 

ance balanced design under a heteroscedastic modeL Tft.'re II = i-, t = 
c 

1, 2, ... ,p are integers and c is the highest common divisor of 1.:7 +J , J ~ +1 

... ,k; H. However, it may happen that the pairwise balanced design itself 
has been obtained by taking different number of copies of blocks uf sizes 
k1, k2 , .. • , kp, say 81,02 ) . ' . , 01" respectively. In that case it may be possihle 
to get a variance balanced design in fewer blocks. This may be achieved by 

6 kQ 11 
taking 'Yt = ~, t = 1,2, .. . ,po For 0' = I, we get t,he variance balanced 
designs Wider a Ileteroscedastic set up where the intra block variances are 
assumed to be proportional to the block sizes and for Q = 0, we gel the 
variance balanced designs under the usual homoscedastic model. All the 
variance-balanced designs obtained in.the literature have indeed been ob
tained by this method . The pairwise balanced designs can be ohtained ill 
many ways. Some methods of obtaining painvise balanced designs are givell 
below: 

Method 1. For t = 1,2, . .. )p, let Nt be the incidence matrix of a par
tia.1ly balanced incomplete block (PBIB) design with two associate cla.~::;es 
same association scheme and parameters as v, bt , 1"(, kt , All. Al2 such that 

LP 

19t Atl = Ll' 

Ot At2 = 1f;. Then the design obtained by taking the union of 
1=1 t=1 

f), copies of Nt is a pairwise balanced design with parameters u, L
l' 

t9 /b" 
1=1 

L
P 

'fJ t 1't, kJ, k2, ... , kp, 1/). Here {}t is a positive integer. 
1=1 

Remark 1. The variance balanced block designs of Gupta aud JOllCS [0), 
Aganval and Kumar [1), Jones, Sinha and Kageyama [14], Kageyama([17] 
[18]) and Ghosh, Divccha and Kageyama [5] are all particular C8.';PS of I his 
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method . The GBBB designs of type a obtained through Method 2.2 of 
Gupta [8] also follow as a pRrticular case for p = 2. It is interesting to note 
that somet imes we get a variance balanced design in fewer experimental 
units compared to the corresponding pairwise balanced design. For exam
ple, consider two PBIB designs with two associate classes having the same 
association scheme as 

Dl : SR36 : u = 8, b = 8,,. = 4, k = 4, m = 4, 11 = 2, >'11 = 0, >'12 = 2, and 
D2 : R30: v - S,b = 32.7' = 8,k = 2,m = 4,n = 2'>'2J = 2,>'22 = l. 
Using the a.bove two designs a pairwise balanced block design can he ob
tained by taking union of the SR36 and two copies of R30. However, "
variance balanced block design call be obtained by taking union of SR36 
and R30. Through Method 1 it is possible to ol)t.aiu many variance-balanced 
designs using the PBIB designs given in the catalogue prepared by Clat
worthy [4] and Sinha [30]. 

Method 2. For any non-negative integer ti, and v treatments take C.I;";2) 
copies of a block of size (u-u) containing any (v-u) Lreatmeuts. Form addi

k 

tional 8(~) (: -=- '~) blocks of size k (< v - u) each in the followmg man

ner: (i) Form all possible C) t-plets of each of the remaining u treatments. 
(ii) Form all possible (~~~) (k - t )-plets of (u -u) treatments . (iii) COllliJine 

the treatments in each of the (~) t-plets with the treatments in each of the 
(~_~) (k - t )-plets to form blocks of size k. The resulting design is a pairwise 

k 

balanced design with parameters v, b = (U~~22) + ~(~) (~ -=- ~), kl = 

V -lL t k2 = k.1J! = G=D, r' = II [W 11(lJ u) w21~] II with w] = (" k~2 2) + 
"k l (U) ("-U-l) k-t-l and "kL.,r~1 ("t-I1) ("-It) I' or k ( - ), we geL..t= t W2 = k - F > v u. t an 
unreduced BIB design 

Remark 2. The variance balanced deSigns of Kageyama [15]' Tyagi [33] 
and Khatri [20J are a particular case of this general met,hod. The GBBB 
designs of type a, obtainable lhrough Method 2.1 of Gupta [S', also follow 
as a particular case of this method . The drawback of these methods is that 
the designs ohtained are sllch that the block sizes arc a multiple of ead 
other. However, the ~1ethod 2, described above, has the f1exibilit.y of the 
choice of block sizes. As a matter of fact, many more variance balanced 
designs can be generated from this method. 
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Method 3. Let N be the incidence matrix of a pairwise balanced design d 
with parameters v, b, r, kb k2 , . • " kb , 'l/;. Delete any u(< v) treatments from 
the design d. The resulting design is again a pairwise balanced design wIth 
parameters v - u, b, T , ki , ki, . . . , k;, 'l/; . 

Remark 3. The equireplicated variance balanced designs ohtained hy 
Sinha [28] from BIB designs with parameters vo, bo, TO, ko, Ao follow as a par
ticular caoe of this method. Indeed many equireplicated as well as unequal 
replicated variance balanced designs can be obtained from this method 

Note. Following the method of Sinha [28J, for p = 1, we get a BBB design 
with parameters v = vo - l,T = 1'oko - Ao ,kl = ko,k2 = ko -l,b) = 
ko (bo - TO), b2 = 7'0 (ko - 1), 'l/; = Ao · As given in an example explained by 
Sinha [28], for p = 1, a BIB design with parameters vo = 8,bo = 14,ro = 
7, ko = 4, >'0 = 3 gives a BBB design with parameters v = 7, T = 25, kl = 
4, k2 = 3, b1 = 28, b2 = 21,1/J = 3. This method, however. is restrictive 
in the sense that the number of experimental uni ts increases too rapidly. 
However, if one takes a solution of BIB design that is resistant (globally 
or locally) with respect to loss of a treatment, then we can get a design 
in smaller number of experimental units. In general, a BIB design is said 
to be resistant of degree p , if after the loss of p distinct treatments from 
the design, the resulting design remains variance balanced It is said to 
be globally resistant if it is resistant to the loss of any of the (~) sets of 
p-treatments and locally resistant if it is resistant for a particular set of p
treatments. For p = I, the resistant BIB designs have been introduced by 
Hedayat and John [12], Therefore, it can easily be said that a BBB design 
with v - p treatments is always existent provided a resistant BlB design 
of degree p exists . In fact, the resultant design will be simultaneously a 
pairwise balanced anJ variance balanced in thlli case as it will be a union 
of several BIB designs. Fortunately, for the example we are discussing for 
u = 8, b = 14, T = 7, k = 4, A= 3, a resistant solution of degree one is given 
by 

12 3 4 5 6 7 3 4 5 6 7 1 2 
234 5 6 7 1 5 6 7 1 2 3 4 
456 7 1 2 3 6 7 1 2 :.! 4 5 
88 8 8 8 8 8 7 1 2 3 4 5 6 

The above design is resistant with respect to treatment 8, Therefore, by 
deleting treatment 8 from the above design, we get a pairwise and variance 
balanced design 
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1 2 3 45 6 7 3 4 5 6 7 1 2 
2 :3 4 56 7 1 5 6 7 1 2 3 4 

4 5 671 2 3 6 7 1 2 3 4 5 
7 2 3 4 5 6 

Using a resistant variance balanced block design in v treatments, oue gets a 
variance balanced block desigll iu v -1 treatment~ by deleting the treatment 
with respect to which the design is resistant. For more details one may refer 
to Singh and Gupta [27] Indeed, using Method 3 and the note below it , 
many equireplicated well as varying replications BBB designs can he (I.l; 

obtained . 

Method 4. Suppose there exists an s-resolvable BIB design D with pa
rameters V1, b1 = t{3, rl = st, k ], >'1 = sp and t = ap, where a, p, t, S, {3 
are POSitive integers. For an s-resolvable design with above parameters, 
the blocks can be grouped into t sets such that there are {3 blocks WIthin 
each set . Now if one wants to geL a BBB design in VI + a treat.ments, 
then regroup the t sets of blocks into "a" sets of blocks such that. there 
are fJp blocks within each set. Let the incidence matrix N of D be rewrit
ten as N = [Nl N2 . .. Nul, where Ni is a VI x (3p matrix such that. 
N i l/3p = splv , N~1u = k1/3p, i = 1, ... ,n. Then N*, given below, is tl!p 
incidence matrix of a pairwise balanced block design 

N l N2 Na 1'>.1 ® Oa ]N·= [ M J M 2 Ma 1'>.1 ® la 

where Oa is a vector of zeros and Mi is an a x {3p matrix havillg zero. 
everywhere except the itl' row whiclJ contains all unities, i = 1, . . , a. The 
parameters of the pairwise balanced binary block design are Vi - VJ t-a, b\ = 

bl ,k~ = kl + 1,b2 = '\J,k~ = a,r' = h1~, ((3p + ,\d1~],'1jI = AJ. For 
0' = 0, P = 1, t = a,),1 = s, this method is same as Theorem 2 of Gupta 
and Kageyama [7). 

Method 5. For t = 1,2, let Nt be the incidence matrix of a partially 
balancpd incomplete block (PBIB) design with two associate classes with 
same association scheme and with parameters v, bt , Tt, k" At}, AI2 such that 

222

L 'I9 t '\o = L t9 t '\t2 = L t9 t i t r t = '1jI, a constant 
t=] t= I t 1 

and k ] + i 1 '" k2 + i2 , where 21, i2{i l , i2 E (0,1) and i 1 + i;! '" O} denotes 
the number of times a new treatmenL has been added to the blocks of sizes 
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kJ and k2, respectively. Then the design 

[, [N l ] . , [Nt]]It?l 0 i I' : 1'~2 0 i I'
1 a, 2 b2 

obtained by taking the uniou of {)/ copies of [/ii J is a pairwise balanced 
j, bt 

block design with parameters v' = v + 1, b* = tJ1b1 + tJ2 b2 , 7'" = [(13 1 /' ] + 
{)2r2) 1~ , (iJ'{}lb l +i2 79 2b2 )], k*' = [(kJ +il)l~,bl' (k2+z2)1~2b21, 1/). However, 
jf lI I?'J + 13 21'2 = 111'hb 1 + i2 tJ 2b2 , then we get an equireplicated binary 
pairwise balanced Llock design, This kind of reinforcement and unionisation 
has been used in the construction of efficient block desigwi for comparing 
test treatments with control treatmeuts. In some of these cases, it tums 
out to be a pairwise balanced design . For PBIB designs as group divisible 
desiglls and i l = °and 'iz = 1, this method reduces to the Method 1 of 
Gupta and Kageyama (7). 

Remark 4. If we take BIB designs instead of PBIB designs then for z 1 = 
1, i 2 = 0, the Method 5 reduces to corollary of Theorem 2.1 ofKlllshreshtha, 
Dey and Saha [21J for obtaining BBB designs under a homoscedasti(' model 
In fact, for 0' = 0, it is also same as Theorem 3.2 of Hedayat: alld Federer 
[11], and when k2 > kl + 1, it reduces to the method given by Hedayat alld 
Federer [101. If Nl is a BIB design, N'}. is a BBB design and II = 1, i2 = 0, 
then it is same as that of Theorem 14.8 of Kageyama [15J. 
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